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A GUIDE TO THE  
POST-COVID, HYBRID WORKPLACE


Hybrid Work
The post-COVID office will look different and involve a 
hybrid workstyle. This guide will help get you started.



https://agilquest.com
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Introduction
Time was not on our side when the 2020 COVID pandemic hit. In a matter of days,  
millions of people started working from home. And somehow for many it was a  
successful, albeit messy, transition. 


Now we get to take the time to look over what went right, what could’ve worked  
better, and what our next steps should be to optimize our workforces and workplaces 
for a post-COVID world.


While companies plan their return-to-work strategies, they must keep in mind safety, 
flexibility, and the future of work. The post-COVID workplace requires businesses to 
focus on two phases. 


The first phase is the safety of returning to the office. 97% of employees want changes 
to make the work environment safer, including touchless office environments, know-
ing when a room was cleaned, or if a room is at over capacity. In our last eBook, we  
covered how to plan, execute, measure, and optimize your Return to Work. You can 
download that guide here.


The second phase is creating a hybrid workplace that supports remote workers and 
delivers enhanced workplace experiences. Only 9% of the global workforce expect to 
return full-time to the office once they reopen. Flexible workplaces are no longer the 
future, but the now. 


In this eBook, we’ll cover:


• The pre-COVID workplace


• What the Hybrid Workplace is, the four types of modern employees, and 
the benefits of this new hybrid style


• How to create & support a hybrid workplace


• Technology to help you safely return to the office and manage your new 
hybrid workplace


Let’s Dive In!
If you have questions about this 
material or want to discuss  
supporting your own Hybrid 
Workplace, contact us!



https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collaboration-endpoints/workforce-survey-2020.html

https://agilquest.com/your-guide-back-to-work/

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/embracing-the-hybrid-workplace.pdf?ccid=cc001191&oid=ebkco023382

https://info.agilquest.com/request-a-demo





Pre-COVID Office Trends
Before we can answer the question of “What will the office look like post-COVID?,” we first must take a 
look at what it was before all of this. Let’s head back to January 2020.


Traditional Office / Office-first
The traditional office means working 
in-office, 5 days a week, from 9 to 5. In 
2019, only 5% of U.S. offices offered flex-
ibility while the others followed a tradi-
tional workplace strategy.


The biggest benefit of a traditional of-
fice is the ease of collaboration. Your 
coworker could walk right over to your 
desk to get a quick answer but that can 
just as easily lead to more distractions 
and loss of focus.


Remote-Friendly
A remote-friendly workplace means 
employees have the option to work re-
motely but they are more than likely 
working in-office 4+ days a week. 


A remote-friendly organization may of-
fer remote options but puts an empha-
sis on in-office employees so important 
decisions happen at the water-cooler or 
while passing each other in the hallway 
and if an employee isn’t there, they miss 
it. 


Remote-First
Remote-first means employees have 
the option of working remotely or in the 
office, but the office is used more for 
collaboration space and meetings. 


A remote-first organization puts high 
priority on digital, so tools are available 
for virtual communication & documen-
tation, decisions are made online, all 
meetings are online & easily recorded, 
and productivity is measured by work 
done, not hours spent in the office.


Fully Remote
Remote work is a flexible workplace 
practice that eliminates the office and 
has employees working from anywhere 
(home, coffee shop, co-working site, 
etc.) 100% of the time.


It can reduce or eliminate real estate 
costs, plus since the pandemic, many 
companies and employees have stated 
seeing the same or higher productivity 
but many don’t have the right setup, or 
experience too many distractions. 


With these competing trends, one workplace style was created to incorporate the benefits of each 
trend while working to eliminate the cons. Post-COVID offices will be creating and managing HYBRID 
WORKPLACES.
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The Hybrid Workplace


“ 29% of respondents would quit their job if they weren’t allowed to work remotely


1 in 2 people won’t return to jobs that don’t offer remote work


A hybrid workplace is a flexible workplace practice that empowers employees to work where and 
when they want, usually by balancing their time between office work and remote work. 


Most employees and companies now realize work can be done anywhere so when we discuss post-
COVID workplaces, the option of remote flexibility is a must.


But employees don’t want to be 100% remote.


Cushman & Wakefield’s Purpose of Place report found:


• Half of employees struggle to connect with their company’s culture during 
the COVID-19 induced remote work experiment.


• And only 55% of employees working remotely during COVID-19 had a 
“sense of wellbeing.”


The report also mentioned a 2007 meta-analysis that stated,


“workers see greater autonomy and lower work-life conflict when  
working remotely up to 2.5 days per week; beyond 2.5 days per week,  
the researchers found that there were greater harms to relationships  
with coworkers.”


The Hybrid Workplace can provide the most productive post-COVID work-
place because it offers the right balance of flexibility for your workforce and 
your organization.


50%
struggle to 


connect


55%
had “sense of 


wellbeing”



https://www.livecareer.com/resources/careers/planning/is-remote-work-here-to-stay

https://resources.owllabs.com/blog/remote-work-statistics

https://www.cushmanwakefield.com/en/insights/covid-19/the-future-of-the-office-space
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Modern Workers


Workplace Warrior
6% prefer to work 100% at office
The Workplace Warrior excels in the office. They 
love the socialization of it, the accessibility of 
collaboration space, equipment, and heads-
down space when necessary. They prefer to 
make every day an in-office day and benefit 
from a variety of office workspaces like huddle 
rooms, closed-door offices, break-out areas, etc.


Dynamic Nomad
29% prefer to work 2-3 days in-office
The Dynamic Nomad goes where the opportunity 
is. If they’re looking for a coworker that is in the 
office, they’ll work in the office that day. If there’s a 
spot that provides a creative outlet & is closer to 
home, they’ll be there. They prefer an equal mix 
of in-office and remote days & benefit from com-
pany-provided locations with less of a commute. 


Mobile Maven
28% prefer to work 3+ days remotely
The Mobile Maven is often on the road. They 
need access to easily reservable co-working sites 
or company-provided locations and to feel confi-
dent that they could secure an office workspace 
for an impromptu visit. They prefer 1-2 days in the 
office & benefit from easy access to necessary 
documents and platforms from their phone.


Master of the House
28% prefer to work 100% remote
The Master of the House has been perfecting 
their home office setup since they got their first 
job offer. They prefer zero office days and excel 
in their own space with a remote/remote-first 
company, and managers that trust them to get 
their work done.


As the workplace changes and different approaches are created, modified, and optimized, workers 
start falling into four categories. The Hybrid Workplace benefits all four types of workers.



https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset





The hybrid workplace created a nice blended workstyle 
that encapsulates the  pre-COVID offices trends and  
satisfies each type of modern worker. This workstyle was 
made to benefit employee, employer, and organization. 


Millions Saved in Real Estate Costs


Organizations are seeing a major benefit with savings in their 
real estate. When employees are coming into the office for 
certain tasks or at different times and days, businesses don’t 
need to offer a workspace per employee. Instead, when man-
aged correctly, companies can downsize their footprint while still offering the space employees need. 


The graph below shows the savings a company could see when implementing a flexible workplace, 
whether that includes 50% hybrid workers / 50% traditional OR 90% hybrid workers / 10% traditional. 


Benefits of a Hybrid Workplace


Employee Satisfaction & Well-being


With a hybrid workplace, employees are given 
more choice and flexibility which equals greater 
satisfaction with their job. 


It also gives them the chance to balance their 
work and life better by being able to pick up their 
children from school, make doctor appointments 
when necessary or be WFH when a repair person 
is scheduled. 


Additionally, employees can arrange their work 
week to be its most productive by having office 
days for collaboration and meetings and at-home 
or co-work site days for heads-down, non- 
interrupted, focused work.


Increased Productivity & Employee Retention


The benefits reach employers too because a  
flexible, hybrid workplace means increased  
productivity, wider talent pools, and better ways 
to measure employee performance.


By trusting employees to do their work where and 
when they do it best, your company’s productivi-
ty will benefit. Plus, you will attract and retain top 
talent by offering flexible work.


And it’s time to get rid of measuring performance 
by “butts in seats.” You’ll know your employees are 
working effectively by the work actually getting 
done. By trusting employees to balance their time, 
your workplace will run a lot smoother.


ROI Road From Fixed to Flexible
(1,000 Person Organization  


Comparison)


100% Fixed
50% Fixed /  
50% Flexible


Flexible In-Office Frequency


Assigned Seats


Flexible Seats


Total Seats


Ratio Seating


Annual Real Estate Cost
(Based on $10k per seat)


10% Fixed /  
90% Flexible


NA


1,000


0


1,000


1 : 1


$10M


50% 2x per week


500


250


750


1.33 : 1


$7.5M


90% 2x per week


100


450


550


2 : 1


$5.5M
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Creating a Hybrid Workplace
There are a couple steps to take when creating your hybrid workplace. We suggest pulling together a 
team of hybrid champions and considering each model and strategy your hybrid workplace could take. 
Also, talk to your employees to make sure you are doing what’s best for your company as a whole.


1 2 3
Remote-First


A remote-first approach 
means employees are first 
and foremost connect-
ing remotely, using the 
office as a meeting place 
for planned or required 
in-person work only.


3-2
The 3-2 approach means 
employees are in the 
office 3 days a week and 
remote the other 2 days. 
Or vice versa.


Average
This approach has your 
employees averaging a 
certain number of in-office 
days over a certain amount 
of time. For example, you 
may want your employees 
to average 3 in-office days 
over two weeks. 


Step 1: Champion Team


Your first task is to find the right employees to create a Hybrid 
Champion Team. This team will create, manage, and run your 
effective, successful Hybrid Workplace. How many members 
will depend on your company size but consider involving some-
one from each department so that implementation can be done 
quickly and more effectively by department.


You may also want to try to find someone who was once a resister, 
but has had a change of heart and is now a Champion. This group 
can help convince others of the value of this new workstyle.


Step 2: Hybrid Models


Next, think about the kind of mix your hybrid workplace will have. How many in-office days should 
there be? Should it be specific or lenient? Some options may include,


Start by taking an employee poll to get input on how many days they want to be in office vs. remote, or 
what kind of model they think your company should follow. Or, if you have access, use presence and utili-
zation data from prior to the pandemic to understand the natural ebbs and flows of your employees’ use of 
the office. Historical data can provide a wealth of insight to how and where your employees work best.
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By Employee
Remote work is determined on an individual basis for 
each employee and usually gives them the choice for 
when and where they work. They can choose which 
days they want to spend in-office vs. remote. It’s the 
most flexible option and works better for smaller 
companies. This option would need to be backed by 
a lot of communication and an easy way for employ-
ees to show where they are working each day so col-
leagues and managers can be in the know.


By Department
This means coming up with different policies by 
teams or departments. This may be the least flex-
ible choice of the three because the in-office days 
are likely the same each week so team members 
can be in the office together. But it’s potentially the 
easiest to manage because the office can be split 
into neighborhoods and the workspaces, rooms, 
and resources within each neighborhood can be 
available to different teams on their designated 
in-office days.


By Company or Location
This option includes coming up with a compa-
ny-wide or location-wide policy that tells employees 
how often they can work remotely vs. in-office. For 
instance, by telling everyone they’re expected in the 
office 3 days a week and the other 2 wherever they 
please, employees can choose the days they want to 
be remote and reserve workspaces and collabora-
tion areas for the days they are in the office.


Step 3: Hybrid Strategies


As you are thinking about the different ways you can structure the 
work week you should also think about whether the model will differ 
by group. Your policies might work better whether they pertain to the 
employee, department, location, or entire organization.



https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset





“77% of respondents would 
be happier if given the  
option to WFH


4 AREAS TO FOCUS ON


But companies need to work on how they are 
supporting this transition. 


Currently, only 20-25% of companies pay or share 
the cost of home office equipment, furniture, ca-
ble, etc. And employees feel like their employers 
are only adequately or poorly supporting their 
general wellness (62%) and mental health ( 64%). 


As you work to create a successful, efficient,  
hybrid workplace, there are 4 areas of support 
you need to spend time on. 


First, take a look at what your workforce needs 


in order for this to be an effective transition. Your 
middle management will need the most support.


Then, look at how you can revamp your office 
space and what technology your employees 
need both in the office and at home to make 
work from anywhere possible.


Finally, look out for your employee’s wellbeing 
and start to reshape your company culture to be 
digital-first.


We’ll dive into each of these 4 areas in more 
depth on the following pages.


Supporting your hybrid workforce means  
assisting with physical needs (technology,  
office space, etc.) as well as mental/emotional 
needs (employee wellbeing & company  
culture).


Since Work from Home (WFH)/remote work 
took over in March 2020, 


• 60% of respondents are using video  
conferencing technology more than before 
COVID-19 


• 58% of respondents reported reduced  
absenteeism 


• 15% reported higher employee retention and 
13% experienced greater ability to attract  
talent due to geography neutrality


Support  
Hybrid Work


Workforce Company CultureTechnologyOffice Space
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https://resources.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2020

https://resources.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2020

https://www.aetnainternational.com/content/dam/aetna/pdfs/aetna-international/Explorer/Global-Employee-Health-Study-Data.pdf

https://resources.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2020

https://allwork.space/2021/02/were-not-going-back-the-post-crisis-workplace-is-hybrid/

https://allwork.space/2021/02/were-not-going-back-the-post-crisis-workplace-is-hybrid/





For a hybrid workplace to be successful everyone needs to know what 
part they play and what rules they follow. Managers need to be trained 
on how to stay connected to their hybrid workforce. And employees 
need to know what is expected of them and who they can  
communicate with throughout the process. 


• Document and distribute each new process and guideline


• Use your hybrid champion team to help with the transition &  
communication


• Start recording meetings & designate someone to take minutes


Productivity is no longer measured by “butts in seats” but by the work  
actually getting done. 


• 52% of employers believe productivity has improved since  
working from home; 34% of employees say the same thing,


You hired good, trustworthy people to get their work done wherever 
they are. With that trust as your foundation, your company can offer 
flexible working options, and with those flex options, employees will 
enjoy their work and workplace more because of the freedom and 
choice.  When employees are happy, you will see higher productivity 
and ultimately increased revenue. It’s a WIN-WIN-WIN.


Middle management will be the most impacted by the Hybrid  
Workplace!


When a decision like creating and managing a new way of working is 
made from the top, employees immediately look to their manager for 
answers. So, middle management needs to be trained and  
supported to handle this new role. While the Hybrid Champion Team is 
in planning mode, they must also work on how to communicate  
middle management’s new duties, support them in the beginning, and 
trust them to do their new responsibilities well.


Workforce: Communication, 
Trust, & Middle Management


TRUST


COMMUNI- 
CATION


MIDDLE  
MANAGEMENT


Don’t rush the process of setting up and supporting a successful hybrid workplace, 
and remember that you can always change and optimize it as you grow and learn.


Tango Reserve by AgilQuest can help you manage and support your hybrid work-
place. Set up a demo to see how.
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https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/us-remote-work-survey.html

https://info.agilquest.com/request-a-demo
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Re-imagining Your Office Space
It’s time for a makeover. The purpose of the office has changed for everyone, according to a recent 
PWC survey. The top 4 reasons employees and employers need the office are below.


Top Reasons for Employees


1. Collaborate


2. Access equipment or document securely


3. Meet with clients or colleagues


4. Training and career development


Top Reasons for Employers


1. Increase employee productivity


2. Provide space to meet with clients


3. Enable employees to collaborate effectively


4. Enable company culture


This means the traditional working model where every employee has their own desk is now moving 
towards activity-based or team/event-based working.


Activity-Based Space


Activity-based working is a flexible practice that offers employees different workspaces and resources 
to fit the type of work they are doing. Goodbye assigned seating, hello free address. This would mean 
reworking your office space to include break-out areas, huddle rooms for heads down teamwork, large 
café type spaces for creativity and collaboration, neighborhoods of workstations, etc.


Team-/Event-Based Space


Team- or Event-based working is similar to activity-based working but with more emphasis on larger 
spaces for teamwork or events. In these cases, most individual work would be done remotely while 
collaboration and meetings would happen in the office. 


So, what type of working space does your office need? 


The best way to make sure you are providing the right spaces and resources to the right people is 
knowing exactly what they need. 


But how? 


WITH DATA. 


By implementing a workplace reservation system that manages your workspaces and resources, you 
can see which spaces get used most often and by whom. Having that information means you can  
create and optimize a hybrid workplace that works for everyone.



https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/us-remote-work-survey.html

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset
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HOME OFFICE 
NEEDS


VPN CLOUD  
FILING/STORAGE


DIGITAL  
SIGNAGE


VIRTUAL  
COMMUNICATION 


TOOLS


SMART BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY


WORKPLACE  
MANAGEMENT 


SOFTWARE


Technology for Remote & Office
Work from Home


Everyone needs to be equipped to be successful wherever they are. If your company plans to allow 
for remote work, then employees need to be set up for remote success. Start by creating a list of 
home office needs, like a monitor, noise canceling headphones, internet connection, etc. If it feels like 
there is too much to provide, consider creating a stipend for employees to use to cover internet costs, 
cellular plans, etc. 


Work from Anywhere


Then, think about the needs of the organization. To enable employees to easily work from anywhere, you 
need to have your company set up on a VPN, with cloud filing and storage, and offer video conferencing 
and communication tools. It’s all about making in-office and remote work interchangeable.


The Touchless Office


Finally, think about what technology your physical office space needs. Creating a touchless office  
experience will make employees feel cleaner and safer. Some companies are using smart building  
technology that turns lights on when a room is entered and unlocks doors when a badge is swiped. 


Workplace Booking & Management


With the right workplace management software, digital signage can be placed around the office for 
way-finding and room availability, and QR Codes can enable employees to claim space right from their 
phones. Plus, the software can help you limit office capacity, be set up to keep workspaces open for a 
certain amount of time after each use to ensure it is properly cleaned and sanitized before the next res-
ervation, and track the use of space for your cleaning service or for contact tracing when necessary.



https://agilquest.com/products-services/agilquest-forum/





Company Culture
A company’s culture is created at its conception 
and continues to form around the employees and 
the values of the company over time. It’s an on-
going process encompassing company value and 
ethics, leadership, and the way employees feel 
about their work, their company, and its goals.


Shifting from in-office (pre-pandemic) to remote 
(pandemic) to hybrid (post-pandemic) is impact-
ing the workforce and their wellbeing. It’s import-
ant for companies to understand the affect these 
shifts are having on employees and to closely 
consider and support their company culture so 
that employees still feel like they are a part of 
something more than just someone’s business. 


And that feeling needs to be able to reach them 
wherever they are whether in the office, at home, 
or at a different remote location.


“People over process” is Netflix’s core philosophy 
and one all companies should live by. When you 
focus on your people, new processes begin to 
form creating a productive, efficient organization 
and a strong company culture that talented  
people want to be a part of. 


Before you consider how your company culture 
will fit into your hybrid workplace, start by  
understanding how the pandemic has affected 
employee wellbeing and what employees need 
to feel welcomed and wanted at their company.


The workforce is struggling with health- 
related worries like depression, anxiety, and 
stress as well as work-related worries like  
isolation and lack of creativity and drive. 
When you are thinking about your digital-first 
company culture you need to consider ways 
it will improve employee wellbeing. 


For 5 Ways to Improve Employee Wellbeing, 
read this blog post.


STATS:


depression & 
anxiety


stress


*statistics from an Aetna Global survey


33% 32%
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https://jobs.netflix.com/culture

https://agilquest.com/company-culture-in-the-hybrid-workplace/

https://www.aetnainternational.com/content/dam/aetna/pdfs/aetna-international/Explorer/Global-Employee-Health-Study-Data.pdf
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WORKPLACE  
MANAGEMENT  
SOLUTION


WHAT IS IT?
A workplace management software (WMS) 
helps manage workspaces, meeting 
rooms, resources, equipment, and more 
while providing employees choice and 
flexibility to work where they work best.


It can be used to find and book a work-
space or meeting room, see where team-
mates are sitting, find a room with certain 
amenities, check-in and manage room 
reservations, and provide actionable data 
about how and where employees are get-
ting work done.


For your hybrid workplace to be it’s most suc-
cessful and productive, you need a workplace 
management software (WMS) to help manage 
the workplace and workforce. We broke this pro-
cess into two parts:


1. Research & Best
Practices


2. Implementation


When considering your organization’s safe return to work, a workplace management software can 
help with


• physically distancing workspaces,


• managing capacity and use of collaboration spaces,


• creating a no-touch environment,


• and more.


For a complete guide on setting up and managing your “Back to the Workplace” safely,  
download this eBook.


Learn More About WMS Here



https://agilquest.com/guides/your-guide-to-forum

https://agilquest.com/guides/your-guide-to-forum
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WMS: Best  
Practices


“50% of US Executives plan to  
invest in hoteling applications


US executives plan to invest in hoteling appli-
cations (50%) and unassigned/hoteling seating 
in the office (45%) to support hybrid working.


If you haven’t started the research process for 
finding the right desk booking and meeting 
room management software for your company, 
here is a good place to start! 


Researching Software


You’ll want to start by looking for a platform 
that is intuitive, easy-to-use, offers enhanced 
admin tools and analytics, and can be imple-
mented and deployed quickly and efficiently.


The platform you choose should make it easy 
to reserve space, filter by the amenities your 
space needs, find coworkers for quick chats or 
collaboration sessions, and integrate with tools 
your employees already use daily like  
Microsoft Outlook or Teams.


For a complete guide to choosing the best 
meeting room booking software, head here. Or 
if you want more information on Office Hoteling 
you can download this guide.


Implementing the platform takes time but is 
straight forward. We will dive into the 7-step 
process on the next page but just know you’ll 
be provided the material and training you need 
to get your platform set up and ready for use.  


Gaining User Adoption


Now, getting user adoption of the new  
technology is a different story. This is a change 
that not everyone will be into. So, what best 
practices can you follow to communicate this 
change effectively?


Best Practices


1. Start by thinking like an end user and  
answering these questions: Why is this 
change happening? What’s in it for me?


2. Then consider the expectations. How should 
end users use this platform? What will this 
platform do for your employees, manage-
ment, and your company?


3. From those answers, create a key message 
and share it 3-4 times with your end users 
with more detail in every message. 


4. Make sure the communication you send out 
can be replied to. Two-way communication 
is important for any change. Let employees 
share their questions, concerns, and feedback. 


5. Who will deliver these messages? Leadership? 
User champions? Make sure they are prepared 
with the content and the plan for delivery.


6. Have a one-stop-shop for all communication 
and documentation regarding the  
platform and include an easy link to it in all 
announcements.


7. Finally, determine the most effective way 
to reach your users with this information 
and training, whether that’s emails, lunch & 
learns, training videos, etc. Be creative!


Your external project team will provide you with email examples and training content for your teams. 
It’s up to you to get the message across!



https://www.pwc.com/us/remotework?WT.mc_id=CT10-PL102-DM2-TR1-LS3-ND30-PR4-CN_ViewpointHighlights-

https://agilquest.com/guides/your-guide-meeting-room-management/

https://agilquest.com/guides/your-guide-to-office-hoteling/





01 Kick-off
After you choose the best workplace reservation software for your company, 
you’ll kick off the implementation process by meeting with your new external 
project and on-boarding team. Helpful documents will be shared and the  
timeline for getting this deployed to end users will be created.


02 Admin Training
Everything your administrative team needs to understand the new technology 
will be provided to them, including live training webinars, step-by-step guides, 
recorded videos, etc.


03 Prep & Data Collection
Next, you’ll pull together your floorplans, photos, locations, and user informa-
tion. Plus, come up with a list of policies, business rules, and integrations your 
platform should include. You’ll discuss this with your internal and external  
project teams and configure what’s best for your organization.


04 Data Load & Configuration
With the office assets gathered and documented and the rules and integra-
tions mapped out, it’s time to load them into the platform.


05 Readiness Assessment
Your project team will then test & validate that everything is working properly, while 
also working with your internal team on communication needed to get this out to 
end users. Find employees that can be your user champions who will be trained 
ahead of time and help advocate and train the rest of the end users once deployed.


06 Deployment Prep
Up next, you’ll start the communication process. Communication to end users 
should include resources to help them understand the platform, how to use 
it, the benefits, and the next steps. Get users oriented and understanding the 
platform and the benefits so they are eager and prepared to use it.


IMPLEMENTING YOUR WMS


07 Go-Live!
Your workplace reservation platform is now live to end users and ready to take 
on workspace, meeting room, and equipment reservations. Your external  
project team will then introduce you to your powerful new support team. 
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Phase One
Make the return a safe 


one. 


Plan and execute a safe 
return to the office by 
managing physically 
distanced workspaces, 
staggered employee 
schedules, limited ca-
pacity, and more. These 
new workplace process-
es are created to keep 
your employees safe, 
now and into the future.


Learn More >


Phase Two
Create a flexible,  
hybrid workplace.


Take this time to get 
your company into the 
future. It starts with cre-
ating a flexible work-
place that employees 
want to be a part of. Use 
this guide to help you 
create and implement 
a hybrid workplace and 
use AgilQuest to help 
you manage it.


Learn More >


Phase Three
Measure, optimize, & suc-
ceed in this new normal.


Once your employees 
are back in the office and 
your hybrid workplace 
is in full swing, use your 
workplace management 
software to analyze how 
your office is being used 
and how your hybrid 
workplace is working for 
you. Then, continue to 
optimize and strengthen 
your workplace.


Conclusion: Key Takeaways
The future of work is here. The pandemic of 2020 put everything into motion faster than we all expect-
ed. We learned that remote work works for most people and companies. And although employees like 
the flexibility and choice of working from anywhere they don’t want to be 100% remote. So, the best 
thing companies can do is create a hybrid workplace that offers choice and flexibility to employees 
while also providing space to collaborate and meet. This is the workplace of the future and now is the 
time to make it work for you.


Set your workplace and workforce up for present and 
future work success. 


Let us help you create and manage a successful hybrid workplace that focuses on safety, flexibility, 


and choice for your employees! Contact us to get started.


Request a Demo


www.agilquest.com



https://agilquest.com/your-guide-back-to-work/

https://www.cbre.com/thewayforward/real-estate-reset

https://agilquest.com/products-services/agilquest-forum/

https://agilquest.com

https://info.agilquest.com/request-a-demo

https://info.agilquest.com/request-a-demo

https://info.agilquest.com/request-a-demo

https://agilquest.com
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